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Scott - Post on Whistler Blower . . . . Explanation: Urgent!!! Urgent!!! Kidnapping of
Ms. Nina Sidorova, President of the Northern California Tenant Association.
From: Deborah (deboraht@sonic.net)
Sent: Tue 4/29/14 2:02 PM
To: ARC Copy (digigod@arccopy.com)

Begin forwarded message:
From: Nina Sidorova <nikasid108@mail.ru>
Date: April 29, 2014 10:34:03 AM PDT
Subject: Explanation: Urgent!!! Urgent!!! Kidnapping of Ms. Nina Sidorova, President of the Northern
California Tenant Association.
Reply-To: Nina Sidorova <nikasid108@mail.ru>

As I promised, the description of a kidnapping of me in the end of March 2014
is below:

Dear Friends,
This is Nina Sidorova, President of the Northern California Tenant Association. I
was not able to contact you for three days in the end of March 2014 because I was
kidnapped by Mountain View Police SWAT team of crriminals and the the San
Francisco Fusion Center, and put on 50/51 hold for a mental facility after I have
prepared to the Hague International Criminal Court a report about genocide of
American Civilians, which has been committed by the State of the Israel and Jewish
organizations in the USA. Below, you can read a first page of my report….

I believe you know about NSA’s, CIA’s and DOD’s instruction, created for them by
Zionists, to Set Up a “TARGET TO BE DISPOSED OF, according which against
falsely accused victims of NSA, FBI, or CIA, the agents of these US Intelligence
agencies use 4 (four possible) outcomes:
Prison
Mental Hospital
Brain Injury
Death

Prison:
In August 2012 Officer Solomon, an Israeli citizen who have been working for the
San Francisco Fusion Center, and District Attorney Rosen of the Santa Clara County
aka President Jeff Rosen of the Congregation Kol Emeth Synagogue have sent an
assassin to me, after which they have created a criminal case B1261718I against me
trying to jail me for making noise while i was aatcked and injured. I was able to
prove to the Palo Alto Court their criminal actions and falsifications.. Their case was
dismissed, and I have received a Right to Sue Mountain View Police.
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Death:
In the night of June 21 to June 22, the Israili Officer Solomon, working for the San
Francisco Fusion Center and District Attorney Rosen have organized an
assassination of me. Two weeks before June 21 2013, Officer Solomon and Mountain
View Police have removed from a door of my apartment a door catch and change my
lock. Can you imagine what kinds of civil liberties we have now if police can come
and without you change a lock and remove a door catch form your door?

In the night of June 21 to June 22, my friend has helped me to move to a different
place in the night, after I was seriously injured by first microwave attack about 11:38
in the night…

Please, watch the videobelow, part 2:13, which show what was prepared for me…

In my case, they wanted to come to my apartment after murdering me and to and to
set up my murder as a suicide...

Watch below short video how they murder people, imitating a heart
attack… especially parts 0:44; 2:13.
The Government's Covert Domestic Stealth Assassination Program
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=LEzvPdBSfn4&list=FLSMTysUHzfpeyJVx0WeKRPQ&index=4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEzvPdBSfn4&list=FLSMTysUHzfpeyJVx0WeKRPQ&index=4

Next day, June 22, 2013, I have submitted my report to the San Francisco FBI with
testimonies of witnesses, etc.

Mental Hospital & Brain Injury
Now, the same criminals with an assistance of Mountain View Police Officers-SWAT
crimianls who have been trained in Israel have organized next kind of tortures of me,
trying to show that I am mentally ill…
It was one year ago:
http://stopthecrime.net/legs%20that%20were%20injured%20by%20microwave%20weapons%20(1).pdf
http://stopthecrime.net/legs%20that%20were%20injured%20by%20microwave%20weapons%20(1).pdf

This is what has happened in the end of March:
Now, they have sent two Jews-criminals, immigrants from the former Soviet Union who are
participating in the organizations such as Infragard, C.O.P.S., USA on Watch and Citizen Corps and who
have participated in tortures and murders of innocent US Civilians in the USA.
The Fusion group has prepared a provocation with an assistance of these Jewish criminals who were
waiting for me in my parking lot at 9:30PM in the evening. They have resided in a different building and
did not have any reason to be near my parking lot. They attacked me immediately as I have stepped out
from my car. I have called police.
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The Fusion parasites-criminals came and arrested me and put me in a mental facility. Jewish criminals (a
couple: Kisina and Kisin ) have wrote a false accusation.
The false accusations are one of the Jewish fascist styles of how they were murdered and tortures more than
72 million of Russians, Ukrainians, and Byelorussians in the former Soviet Union when more than 72
million people were murdered from 1917 to 1954.
Since 1990, these Jewish fashists were mass transferred to the USA from the former Soviet Union. Now,
their well-established and paid-by-Jewish bankers, US “Red Cheka”-- neo-Bolshevik terror and massmurder machine, is used to commit genocide against peaceful and innocent US civilians!

I sincerely request your support; even emotional support means a lot for me.
These criminals did not expect from a simple woman this kind of courage and
resistance…

With my blessings,
Nina Sidorova

Nina Sidorova
President of Northern California Tenant
Association
460 Shoreline Blvd #108, M ountain View, CA 94043, USA
M arch 31, 2014

To Judges
The Hague International Criminal Court
M.P. Dillon

Head of the Information & Evidence Unit
OFFICE OF THE PROSECUTOR
THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT
THE HAGUE

Part I

Subject: Holocaust --unpunishable tortures and murders of millions of
https://blu180.mail.live.com/ol/mail.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt=en-us
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Americans-US civilians by the citizens of the State of Israel whom I
identify below and by members of the US Jewish organizations in the
USA.
Tortures and criminal actions against Ms. Nina Sidorova -- President of
the Northern California Tenant Association (NCTA) {460 N Shoreline
Blvd #108, Mountain View, CA 94043, the USA}.

Honorable Judges of The Hague International Criminal Court,
Honorable Judge M.P. Dillon, Head of the Information & Evidence Unit,
I, Nina Sidorova -- President of the Northern California Tenant Association
(NCTA) {460 N Shoreline Blvd #108, Mountain View, CA 94043, the
USA}, submit my new report to the Hague International Criminal Court.
Please, refer my new report to the previously filed report OTP-CR-370/13
of the Office of the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court.
I request your urgent investigations, and I have reported previously and
report again about Holocaust --unpunishable tortures and murders of
millions of Americans-US civilians by the citizens of the State of Israel
whom I identify below and by members of the US Jewish organizations in
the USA.
This conclusion-summary is based on my personal experience (a brief
description of which I provide to you below in my report), experiences of
the members of the Northern California Tenant Association, seven of
whom were tortured and murdered by Israeli criminals, working for the San
Francisco Fusion Center that were brought to the USA by the Washington
based Jewish Institute for National Security Affairs (JINSA), and based on
the authentic experiences of many victims of Gang Stalking and Electronic
Harassment (according to official documents more than 10 million of the
victims-US civilians, some of them are my friends), and based on
experiences of other American civilians: whistle-blowers, writers,
journalists, veterans, etc.

Holocaust of US Civilians in the USA
Holocaust of Americans-US civilians is being committed:
https://blu180.mail.live.com/ol/mail.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt=en-us
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1. By the State of Israel: Israeli Mossad Agency; Israeli Law Enforcement
officers, working for 72 of the US Fusion Centers, who were brought to the
USA by the Washington based Jewish Institute for National Security
Affairs (JINSA) and by Israeli Defend Contractors, working for DOD and
Homeland Security. They use the Gestapo-like mechanism that is
committing serial crimes against US civilians and the US Constitution. The
corrupted pro-Israeli leaders of Homeland Security and FBI with the
Washington-based Jewish Institute for National Security Affairs (JINSA)
have allowed the Israeli law enforcement agents-criminals, who have been
involved in murdering and torturing of thousands of innocent Palestinians
and other people in the Middle East, to enter the USA and participate in 72
of the US Fusion Centers and to torture and murder innocent US civilians
by using microwave and other electromagnetic weapons, using other kinds
of weaponry, including chemical weaponry, and using their sadistic
methods of torturing and murdering US civilians that these Israeli criminals
have developed in the State of Israel.
The fusion center Gestapo, which victims have also called as
Israeli or Jewish Gestapo in the USA by deliberate calculation,
uses the wars on terror, crime and drugs as the pretext, the
cover story, for what amounts to a slow-kill genocide -- a hateand ideology-driven silent holocaust directed to US civilians,
often entire families it unilaterally and extrajudicially condemns
as unworthy of the rights supposedly guaranteed to all
Americans under the U.S. Constitution.
2. By the U.S. Jewish Organizations, including AIPAC, ADL, ZOA,
SPLC, members of the US Jewish Family Centers also known as Jewish
Cultural Community Centers, many of whom are immigrants from Eastern
Europe, who are members of the town watch, and organizations such
as Infragard, C.O.P.S., USA On Watch and Citizen Corps and
participate in tortures and murders of innocent US Civilians, and
by other Jewish organizations, which together have received each year
from 90% to 97% of the Homeland Security grants since 2001. Some of
the US Officials of Jewish nationalities have been involved and participated
in Holocaust of the US civilians, as well.
I will provide in Part II the evidence that some members of the Jewish
Cultural Community Centers, their parents and grandparents who came to
the USA from the former Soviet Union were involved previously in
Holocaust and Goldomore of Russians, Ukrainians, Belorussians and other
people in the former USSR when more than 72 millions of people were
murdered from 1917 to 1954.
I respectfully request your special attention to the US Jewish organizations
such as ADL-- the Anti-Defamation League that was founded in 1913,
AIPAC-The American Israel Public Affairs Committee and ZOA-the
https://blu180.mail.live.com/ol/mail.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt=en-us
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Zionist Organization of America.
3. By some of the NSA and other US Intelligence agents and some of the
US Law Enforcement Agents, including trained in the State of Israel US
Police Officers who were brought for training to Israel by ADL and
Washington-based Jewish Institute for National Security Affairs (JINSA). I
describe in my report and show videos of what kinds of wild tortures and
murders of American civilians trained in Israel police officers have
committed after they came back to the USA.
Many of these law enforcement officers have established illegal connection
with Israeli Intelligence Agencies or with officials of the State of Israel or
with the private central the Bankers of the City of London. These
treacherous US Law Enforcement agents with Israeli criminals are those
who on regular basis, especially since September 2001 have participated in
Holocaust of US Civilians. They have overstepped the US
Constitution, and by law they are in a violation of their oath of office and
have committed treason!

President of the USA, US Government and US Congress cover
up Israeli Crimes:
I report that US Government and US Congress know about a Holocaust of the innocent US
civilians by Israeli criminals and the members of the US Jewish organizations and Jew Officials,
but they intentionally cover up these actions of genocide and Holocaust of peaceful US civilians.

President of the USA, US Government and US Congress know that there are not the US civilians
have committed false flag attack on September 11, 2001, and they have sufficient evidence that
the Israeli Mossad and Bush’s network of criminals have committed this false flag attack .

They know that on September 11, 2001 a-neutronic positron nukes were preplanted and deployed in the elevator shafts of the Twin trade Towers one every ten
stories and detonated from the top down one at a time at free fall speed. They are
informed that the thing about these lithium 7 positron nukes is that they convert
matter to anti-matter and turn everything within range to molecular dust. More than
200 of the Israeli Mossad Agents-terrorists did it. Now many Americans know this….

These Mossado-terrorists were arrested by the FBI immediately after a false flag
attack of 9/11/2001; however, the War Criminal George Bush had required to release
them and to send them back to Israel, after which other Israeli criminals, members of
US Jew organizations, and high jacked American Intel have committed tortures and
murders of innocent US Civilians in their phony “War on Terror.” They now commit
genocide against peaceful and innocent US civilians, blaming us being terrorists…

Five Dancing Israelis Lie About Their Involvement in 9-11! (New Cl
https://blu180.mail.live.com/ol/mail.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt=en-us
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztgz_W4cOdw

Israel DID 9/11 (Israeli Mossad) Dr. Alan Sabrosky

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TT1AzrKuEtM

Five Dancing Israelis Lie About Their Involvement in 9-11! (New Clips Never Seen Before in USA!)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztgz_W4cOdw

Jews Did 9/11 Proven Part 4. Israeli Mossad Agents Confessing To 9/11 On Israeli TV Inside Israel

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OWvwuEmUfx8

The Five Dancing Israelis - 9/11/2001 - Our Purpose Was To Document The Event

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rStJ5BgadPs

ISRAEL DID 9/11
http://ehpg.wordpress.com/israel-did-911/

‘Mossad, Bush planned, executed 9/11’

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2013/12/28/mossad-bush-planned-executed-911/
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Where Are The Indictments
http://www.rense.com/general96/whereare.html

Suppressed 2002 German Report on 9/11

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/01/08/suppressed-2002-german-report-on-911/

Please, read The Original Intel Report prepared by a new group of American Intel Officials
who are up and comers and known to be America-firsters.

The special Congressional Research Committee prepared and sent a special report to the US
Congressional Intel Committee members detailing the now apparent facts that American Intel has
been hijacked by a Foreign Power, and is also Completely Dysfunctional.

American Intel: Hijacked but Completely Dysfunctional Too?
Ihttp://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/02/16/american-intel-hijacked-but-completely-dysfunctional-too/

You Are The Enemy
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/02/09/you-are-the-enemy/

Please, read what has happened with an innocent US civilians whom the Israeli criminals,
members of the US Jewish organizations, and control by Israel American NSA have named as a
terrorist or enemy of the state of Israel:

“Once a person is classified as an “Enemy of the State”and cointelpro type acts are
initiated against them which can include no-knock black bag break-ins with obvious
damages left as a warning, auto vandalism and sabotage, various other types of
coordinated harassment including stalking, gang-stalking, and focused targeting with
advanced high tech psychotronics. It is believed by experts that the IZCS specializes in
advanced Mind-kontrol, human compromise ops and various types of blackmail and
coercion as well as use of sophisticated honey traps of all types, even some remarkably
bizarre and perverted.” Of course, Of course, assassinations and murders of innocent US
civilians are the consequences of these attacks on these Targeted Individuals (TI)…

https://blu180.mail.live.com/ol/mail.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt=en-us
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By using my constitutional right, I have submitting to the NSA, CIA, FBI and DOD, my Freedom
of Information Request, requesting to provide me with information why I am tortured; why I was
attacked and why 54 crimes against me have been committed for two years…
I have received a respond only from the CIA, written and signed by Ms. Michele Meeks, the
CIA’s Information and Privacy Coordinator , who has informed me that this is not the CIA but
the NSA and FBI have attacked me. I have received a letter from the FBI that they do not have
any file on me, and that they did not attack me… NSA did not send any responses. What did I
do for controlled by Israel US NSA? I am an honest peaceful civilian.

Please, watch video testimonies of honest American Intelligence agents and read about a first US
2014 National Summit - Reassessing US Israel special relationship. Please, review how many
cases of Israeli citizens and US Jews, spying for Israel! They explain about the Israel, US Jews,
and Israeli Lobby in the USA are moneygrubbing the country, its technologies, weapons,
industrial secrets, etc., and they reasonably ask a question “is Israel and its U.S. lobby above the
law in the United States?”

Clearly understanding this and other wild Israeli and Israeli Lobby’s crimes against the USA,
including Holocaust of US civilians, President Obama, US Government and Congress did not
stop this genocide, allowing Israeli criminals-sadists and members s of US Jewish organizations
unpunishably torture and murder innocent US civilians!

2014 National Summit - Reassessing US Israel special relationship
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fu3AD0huKxU

Israel Is No Ally

http://www.unz.com/article/israel-is-no-ally/
Grant F Smith at the First American National Summit Reassessing US-Israel
Relations
http://www.veteransnewsnow.com/2014/03/22/404057-grant-f-smith-at-the-first-american-national-summit-reassessing-usisrael-relations/

Grant F Smith at the First American National Summit Reassessing US-Israel
Relations
https://blu180.mail.live.com/ol/mail.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt=en-us
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iFVSK70ejMU

In a Part II of my report, I will describe step by step the process of how the Israeli criminals and
members of the Jewish organizations have committed tortures, murders, electronic harassment,
assaults, provocations, and robberies of properties, jewelry, and other expensive things of the US
Civilians whom they consider as being not loyal to Israel, raising concerns that the USA has been
drawn into illegal, unprovoked, un-winnable proxy wars for Israel and City of London Oil
Interests, question illegal AIPAC’s and ADL’s actions, whistleblowers, writers, journalists,
veterans, etc.

In a PART II of my report, I will describe and provide sufficient evidence with names of
members of Jew organizations who have committed crimes, videos, pictures, descriptions of their
criminal actions, and names of the US civilians whom they have been murdered, participating in
criminal actions of the members of fusion centers.

Many of the listed above, including Israeli criminals, working for members of 72 of the US
Fusion centers; trained in Israel police officers-SWAT (Special Weapons Assault Team), ADL,
and even members of the Jewish Cultural Community Centers are involved in tortures and
murders of the US civilians with military microwave and other direct energy weapons.

These kinds of tortures and murders of the US civilians by a group of criminals and
citizens of the State of Israel in the USA were established and permitted by the Bush
administration--George Bush, Dick Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld, their legal adviser Alberto
Gonzales, and several other war criminals against whom the Hague International
Criminal Court and Kuala Lumpur War Crimes’ Tribunal have issued Worldwide Arrest
Warrants for being guilty of committing a Crime against Peace and Crimes against
Humanity. Hague Criminal Tribunal Judge Frederick Harhoff said, “We Will Get Them”
on Genocide Charges…”

America's Electromagnetic and Directed Energy Weapons Program

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hfQoyR0up0g

WORLDWIDE ARREST WARRANTS FOR OBAMA & BUSH

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEIM-3GNGag
https://blu180.mail.live.com/ol/mail.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt=en-us
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I can support my statements about Holocaust against US civilians by presenting to you 2457
documents, testimonies, photos, videos, etc., which I have provided to the people in three
different countries.

Criminal Actions against Ms.Nina Sidorova -- President of the
Northern California Tenant Association (NCTA)

I inform you that my life is in extreme danger. District Attorney Jess
Rosen of the Santa Clara County of California, who at the same time is
the President of the Congregation Kol Emeth Synagogue; Mr. Leon
Panetta, a former Secretary of Defense and former Director of the US
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), and Israeli criminals who are
working for San Francisco Fusion Center, including Officer K.
Solomon and others are directing my tortures, poisoning of me,
sending assassins who have injured my legs and body, making me
disabled, directing vandalizing my car, electronics in my apartment,
my clothes; stealing expensive things, jewelry, electronics and other
things from me and my family, twice kidnapping me, and they are
directing slowly murder of me with microwave and other direct energy
weapons , as well as committing other criminal actions against me.

In addition to their official duties, both District Attorney Rosen and former US Secretary of
Defense Panetta are Professors of the Law School of the Jesuit Santa Clara University of
California.

I am not only a President of the Northern California Tenant Association, but I was a wonderful
"A" student of Jesuit Santa Clara University when District Attorney Rosen and US Secretary of
Defense Panetta (on his duty at this time) have required Israeli criminals to attack me and put me
on the NSA's kill list with microwave and other Directed Energy weapons. I assume that the main
reason for helping low income California tenants (mostly of whom are elderly people), who asked
me to help them and to defend them from Franklin’s Housing Cartel of bankers. I did my best,
and I succeeded in solving problems for them.

ARREST Leon Panetta
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_GkfsSzQgoI
https://blu180.mail.live.com/ol/mail.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt=en-us
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The President of Synagogue Rosen aka District Attorney Rosen and former US Secretary of
Defense Panetta have sent Israeli bandits to attack, torture, and slowly murdering me for helping
143 (one hundred forty-three) elderly tenants of California, who did not have hot or cold water
for four days straight. Fortunately, I was able to help these seniors and to solve their problems. I
list below what kinds of crimes were committed against me, after which I describe to you my
assistance to tenants of California with their fair housing rights.

The Israeli criminals from San Francisco Fusion Center and members of US Jewish organizations
are murdering me now: I have been injured by microwave and other electromagnetic weapons
(constant attacks), poisoned three times, more than 41 Police cases (for two years!): robbery of
my apartment, vandalism of my car, appliances and electronics, physical assaults with injuries to
my legs and body (twice they have sent assassins to injure me physically), twice I was kidnapped
by them, slander, harassment, financial terrorism, satellite attacks, gang stalking, and three
attempts to assassinate me, which I have reported tot eh FBI, and other criminal actions against
me…
Here are numbers of thirty two of the forty one o (41) of the police cases about
crimes committed against me for the past two years:

P12040399; P13012192; P13044340; P12-6591; P13012109; P12121789; P12-4410; P123334; P12-0715; P13073750; P12-617;
L130010073; P20130620094; P13080199; P13060906; L131120034;P13044172; P12093039; P12042721; P102281; P130081474; P12-2226;P12012173867; P130032811; P12-1800; P102811; P12050171; L13090094; P12076359; P12-3310495; P14-002391, etc.

Three attempts to imprison and evict me through a court:

1.

Unlawful Detainer Case 112CV222876

I have proved to the court that 52 documents, including my signatures were forged, after which
the case was dismissed.

2.

Unlawful Detainer Case C110CV168387

I proved that 41 documents, including my signatures were forged again; the case was dismissed
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3.

Criminal case B1261718I

I have proved criminal actions and an assassination of me with an injury of my leg, after which the
case was dismissed.

I was able to defend myself in the court, to show falsifications made by Jew Attorney Rothbard
who has represented the Franklin Housing Cartel of bankers in the court and who has committed
criminal actions by falsifying documents. I have proved that there were forgeries of documents
and my signatures to the court. I have exposed the Israeli criminals who have attacked me. The
cases were dismissed.

This is not all: I have submitted twenty seven (27) complaints to the San Francisco FBI, including
three attempts to murder me on December 22, 2011; December 22, 2012, and June 21, 2011. I
can send you my reports to the FBI with supporting documents and witnesses' testimonies.

In addition to 41 of the police cases, I have submitted twenty seven (27) complaints to the San
Francisco FBI, including three attempts to murder me on December 22, 2011; December 22,
2012, and June 21, 2013. I can send to you my reports to the FBI with supporting documents
and witnesses' testimonies.

The President of the Congregation Kol Emeth Synagogue, Jeff Rosen, who at the same
time is District Attorney Rosen of Santa Clara County, California is a person who has trained
police officers of Santa Clara County on how to write a report.
This is why the police cases about crimes, committed against me (37 over a 2 year period), were
not investigated!
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This again is not all. The President of Synagogue, Rosen aka District Attorney Rosen, at the same
time is Professor of the Santa Clara University, Jeff Rosen, who has taught trial advocacy at
Jesuit Santa Clara University Law School. I have written in my testimony that I was one of the ten
best students of Santa Clara University. I can send to you a letter that I received from Jesuits of
SCU, saying that I am one of ten best students of their university.

My investigation has revealed that this is the Jesuit-Zionist gang that has operated at this
university. This gang finds out talented and powerful patriots, students and professors, by
checking and examining essays and other students’ and professors’ writings, after which
President of Synagogue Rosen aka District Attorney Rosen contacts a Jewish lobby at the
NSA and puts the students and professors whom they consider as dangerous for the NWO on
the NSA’s kill list and DOD’s list for testing microwave and other electromagnetic weaponry on
them.

Please, see the photos of a President of Synagogue, who high jacked a District Attorney Office of
Santa Clara County, California, the largest county in the American Silicon Valley.

If you do not believe me, please read below what a Jewish journalist is writing about, explaining
how Jeff Rosen created a branch of a Synagogue from a District Attorney Office of Santa Clara
County.

Santa Clara County district attorney's hiring practices ignite
debate
By Tracey Kaplan
tkaplan@mercurynews.com

http://www.mercurynews.com/ci_23119441/santa-clara-county-district-attorneys-hiring-practices-ignite
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You may question what I did to make the Israeli sadists and their criminal leaders
attack me. You may wonder what really happened and why I have chosen to confront
a Housing Cartel of bankers.

I confronted the Franklin Housing Cartel of bankers led by Mr. Matthew Franklin in March of
2010 when 143 elderly tenants did not have hot or cold water for four (4) days. One can only
imagine the physical, emotional, and psychological consequences of 143 elderly, disabled
individuals being without water (hot and cold) in this three story complex for a period of four
whole days in March 2010 (see attachment 1, a complaint signed by 32 of the Shorebreeze
tenants).
The absence of such a basic necessity harshly affects all aspects of their health. At the same time,
the disease-bearing rats propagated from filthy, over-flowing garbage dumpsters, have dispersed
into the building, gnawed at the balcony screen doors of tenants, and accessed their apartments
through the damaged screens…Just imagine!

Knowing that I have been a member of three human rights organizations for twenty-seven years,
many of the elderly tenants of Shorebreeze Apartments, ranging in age from 65 to 90, were
seeking my assistance. I was tasked with explaining, understanding, and communicating their fair
housing rights, since prior attempts to peacefully resolve with Mr. Franklin, the huge problems
they are encountering, have proven impossible. I have helped these tenants, contacting senators
and a few honest US officials.

https://blu180.mail.live.com/ol/mail.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt=en-us
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Do you agree that this is not my job to defend the elderly and other low income citizens? District
Attorney Rosen of Santa Clara County must do it! This is his job!! Instead, this treacherous
criminal is directing my torture!!!

I am also doing my best to help torture victims, Targeted Individuals (TI's), especially when the
Israeli criminals and NSA use psychotropic radio-frequency and microwave weapons to torture
victims in effort to force them to commit suicide.
I have talked with many TI's, supported them emotionally, explaining how and why the cabal is
pressuring them to commit suicide and to not let them succeed. After they recover their strength,
I have explained to them the CIA’s and NSA's Operation “Soul Catchers”, “Soul Stealer”, and
“Body Snatcher,” and what would happen with their souls if they again would lose their strengths.

Two of my friends were very grateful to me, and they told the other members how I helped them,
so other victim started to contact me for help. At the very least, I offer kind compassionate
conversation, emotional support, and my sincere friendship, which helps the victims a great deal.
But they also need me to be their advocate because nobody else seems to care what they are
being put through on a daily basis.

Northern California Tenant
Association

460 Shoreline Blvd #108, Mountain View, CA 94043
August 8, 2013
Special Agent in Charge
David J. Johnson
San Francisco FBI
450 Golden Gate Avenue, 13th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102-9523
State FBI Agencies
Mr. Scott R. Seaman
Chief of Los Gatos Police Department
Los Gatos Civic Center
110 East Main Street
Сс. Ms. Laurie Smith
Sheriff the Santa Clara County
Members of Sheriff's Advisory Board of Santa Clara County

Officials and Public Authorities

Summary:
Report about criminal actions that have been committed against Ms. Nina
Sidorova, President of the Northern California Tenant Association, and
Californian tenants by Mossad agents of two Israeli companies, located in
California -- Verint (Address: 3979 Freedom Circle, Suite 500, Santa Clara,
CA 95054) and Narus Inc. (address: 500 Logue Ave, Mountain View CA
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94043). Photos of criminals participating in Verint’s criminal actions
in Starbucks, 624 Blossom Hill Rd, Los Gatos, CA 95032 are attached.
Other supporting documents, including additional photos, financial
documents, testimonies, videos, etc. will be presented during an
appointment.
Dear Chief of San Francisco FBI Johnson, Dear Chief of Los Gatos Police
Department Seaman, I contacted you several times, informing you about
tortures and criminal actions, as well as murders of seven tenants of
No.California. Twice I informed you about criminal actions committed by
employees of Israeli companies Verint and Narus, and how we found out
about it; however, you did not make arrests and take proper actions to
stop these terrorists and criminals who have committed these terrorist
actions. Below, you can find my report to you about new criminal actions,
committed against me and other Californian tenants.
I am again reminding you that your lack of action to stop tortures and
murders of innocent civilians by military microwave and other
electromagnetic weapons and to stop terrorist actions committed by
Mossad-based Israeli companies, are clear support of the war criminals
who have permitted and ordered these actions in the USA; they, who are
already convicted guilty by the Hague International Criminal Court and
Kuala Lumpur War Crimes’ Tribunal, and on whom Worldwide Arrest
Warrants have been issued. In addition, your inactions are violations of
the US Constitution and violations of other US and International Criminal
Laws.
I again respectfully remind you that, “Each US official, agent of the US
Law Enforcement Agencies, including police officers and military
employees, who has overstepped the US Constitution by law is in
violation of their oath of office and has committed treason!
I have informed you that by following advice given to us by a famous
world-known writer, the members of the Northern California Tenant
Association took necessary actions which helped us to discover that two
Israeli companies, Narus and Verint, are involved in criminal actions
against us. According to our investigations and testimonies of the honest
NSA agents, the Israeli companies, Narus and Verint, are working with the
NSA (the testimonies and other supporting documents can be presented
to you). Prior to the helpful advice given to us, we had never heard about
these Israeli companies or their crimes committed in the USA, and we did
not know about their CEOs-Mossad agents, some of whom are wanted by
the FBI and some of whom are already in jail.
By this report, as President of the Northern California Tenant Association,
I hereby inform you about harassment--stealing and deleting important
financial and other documents from my laptop by Verint employees,
spying on me, threatening me, committing provocations, etc. In my
report, I have provided you with a detailed (step by step) description of
how the Israeli criminals, rogue police officers, and FBI agents, who are
participating in Mossad’s crimes, are creating provocations against
victims of corporate elite, AIPAC-Israeli Lobby in the USA or corrupted
US Officials in order to affect innocent victims, depicting them as people
who commit “domestic disturbance”, after which the criminals, following
orders of corporate elite, AIPAC, and criminal bankers, are torturing and
slowly murdering these victims by using microwave weapons and other
electromagnetic weapons.
I report below about a cyber attack on the Los Gatos Public Library (110
East Main Street, Los Gatos, CA), committed on June 28, 2013, by
employees of the Israeli company- Verint, presenting names and phones
of witnesses of this terrorist action, and I provide other supporting
evidence about crimes committed against me and other Californian
tenants by the same criminals.
https://blu180.mail.live.com/ol/mail.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt=en-us
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The Franklin’s Housing Cartel of California has ordered tortures, murders,
and other criminal actions against me and other tenants of California. In
addition to destroying financial and other documents that are exposing
abuses of senior and other tenants of California, financial violations, and
other crimes committed by the Franklin’s Housing Cartel, the Mossad
agents, working for Verint and Narus and rogue NSA agents, are
participating in a gang that operates in California and other states of the
US, tortures and murders innocent civilians. Please, review an attached
testimony of a member of this gang, who has described a gang’s
structure, and please, review a testimony of a former Senior FBI Agent
Ted Gunderson who has named this gang as “an illegal government rogue
criminal enterprise that is active 24 hours a day within US and targeting,
torturing, and murdering thousands of victims-innocent US citizens for
money paid to this gang by corrupted corporate elite.”
In my report below, I provide descriptions and names of the three “Cousin
Nancies,” working for Los Gatos Police Department and participating in
provocations organized against me by employees of Mossad-based
company, Verint. According to a testimony of a member of a gang, the
police officers, working with a gang, are named in a gang as “Cousin
Nancies” {COUSIN NANCY: a police unit sent to tail a crew and arrest
them before an unchained police unit can do it.}
The main goal of these illegal criminal actions, committed in the USA by
Mossad criminals, rogue agents of Intelligence Agencies, and gangsters is
to provoke victims and later present these innocent people as people who
have committed “domestic disturbance”, after which the rogue corrupted
police officers put those victims on a list for torturing and slowly
murdering them by using microwave weapons and other electromagnetic
weapons. These victims are usually innocent and peaceful US civilians,
who have opposed criminal actions and violations of the US Constitution,
committed by corporate elite, Mossad criminals, bankers, AIPAC-Israeli
Lobby in the USA or corrupted US Officials. The criminals are paid by
corporate elite and bankers for murders and the torturing of people whom
the bankers and corporate elite name as their enemies.
These kinds of tortures and murders of the US civilians by NSA, Mossad,
and CIA were established and permitted by the Bush administration:
George Bush, Dick Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld, their legal adviser Alberto
Gonzales, and several others war criminals against whom the Hague
International Criminal Court and Kuala Lumpur War Crimes’ Tribunal have
issued Worldwide Arrest Warrants for being guilty of committing a Crime
against Peace and Crimes against Humanity. Hague Criminal Tribunal
Judge Frederick Harhoff said, “We Will Get Them” on Genocide Charges…
In violations of Geneva and other International treaties, signed by the
USA, the war criminals: George Bush, Dick Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld,
Alberto Gonzales, and other war criminals, working for NSA and CIA, have
permitted to use against peaceful civilians-US citizens, military microwave
and other electromagnetic weapons, in order to torture and murder
citizens who have opposed criminals actions of these and other war
criminals, corporate elite, AIPAC, and criminal bankers. The video below
supports my statement.

America's Electromagnetic and Directed Energy Weapons Program
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hfQoyR0up0g
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WORLDWIDE ARREST WARRANTS FOR OBAMA & BUSH

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEIM-3GNGag

On June 28, 2013, Mossad agents of Verint committed a cyber attack on
the Los Gatos Public Library (110 East Main Street, Los Gatos, CA),
disconnecting the Internet for almost a day in order to stop and prevent
my Internet search to find the information and supporting testimonies of
honest CIA and NSA agents about Mossad’s crimes and espionage in the
USA. Honest CIA, FBI, and NSA agents have stated that the Israeli
espionage and ‘money grubbing’ of the USA is a hidden war against the
USA. I provide below, in my report, names and contact information of a
library visitor and an employee who witnessed the cyber attack on the Los
Gatos library. When the same Israeli criminals tried to commit the same
crime two days later, I informed library employees and other Los Gatos
residents, after which many of the library visitors successfully helped me
with my research.
Below, I am providing some of the information, which residents of City of
Los Gatos, CA have helped me to find: important videos, testimonies of
honest CIA, FBI, NSA agents and officials, and other documents about
criminals and terrorist actions, committed by Mossad agents of Verint
and Narus, which completely supports the statement of Mr. Philip Giraldi,
a former CIA Counter Terrorism Officer, who said, “It is an act of war!
Israel conducts more espionage against America than any other country
in the world! The FBI and other intelligence confirm that Israel crosses a
red line!” and supports the statement of another CIA officer who said,
about Mossad and Zionists, “They are willing to spend the last drop of
American blood and last American treasure to get their way in the world!”
The links to these video testimonies are below. I request proper
investigations of criminal actions against me, about which I herein report
to you, and to arrest the Mossad and other criminals who are attacking us
and who have already murdered by electromagnetic weapons seven of the
Shorebreeze tenants in Mountain View, CA.
We have stated several times to you that members of the Northern
California Tenant Association are peaceful people who did not commit any
terrorist actions! However, the employees of Israeli Verint and Narus,
including their founders and CEOs, have committed terrorist actions in
the USA.
Below, you find information about a founder and former chairman of
Verint, a Mossad officer, Kobi Alexander, who is wanted by the FBI on
nearly three dozen charges of fraud, theft, lying, bribery, murders, money
laundering and other crimes, including involvement in organizing a 9/11
false flag attack and two of his friends-Mossad comrades: Chief Financial
Officer David Kreinberg and former General Counsel William F. Sorin are
already in jail found guilty for many criminal actions committed in the
USA. Mossad Agent Alexander is closely connected to Odigo, the Israeli
messaging system that was used to warn Israelis on 9/11, 2001 to stay
away from the World Trade Center. According to the video testimonies of
honest NSA agents, two Israeli firms, Narus and Verint, are involved in
wiretapping AT&T and Verizon for the NSA and these two companies have
provided the NSA with their criminal Mossad software UNIT 8200, by
which the Israeli criminals are stealing all of the information from US
citizens and companies.
Below you can find information about another friend of Jacob (Kobi)
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Alexander, Mr. Amit Yoran-- the Israeli national "Cyber Czar," having
served as Director of the Department of Homeland Security's National
Cyber Security Division, being appointed by President George W. Bush in
September 2003. Also, Mr. Yoran previously served as the Director of
Vulnerability Programs for the Department of Defense's Computer
Emergency Response Team and in support of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense's Office.
The shocking information that Los Gatos residents have helped me to find
is next: Mr. Amit Yoran and his brother reportedly grew up in Pound
Ridge, New York during the 1970s and 1980s. However, the heads of the
Jewish community told AFP that they had never seen or heard of him or
his family. One said that she had conducted a survey of the Jews living in
the small village of Pound Ridge in the 1970s, and she would have
remembered if a wealthy Israeli family named Yoran had been found. Ms.
Elad, a university professor, said, “Mr. Amit Yoran has a distinctive Israeli
accent - not what you would expect for a guy who grew up in a posh
Yankee village.” Does the San Francisco FBI have this information?
For instance, according to the information that our Los Gatos residents
found: in June 2005, Yoran joined the board of directors of Guardium,
Inc., another Mossad-spawned "provider of database security solutions"
based in Waltham, Massachusetts, which is linked with Ptech, an apparent
Mossad "cut out" computer security company linked with the 9/11
attacks.” According to the honest NSA agents, the Mossad start-up firms
usually have short lives before they are acquired for exaggerated sums of
money by a larger company, enriching their Israeli owners in the process
and integrating the Israeli directors and their Mossad-produced software
into the parent company. RSA, for example, an older security software
company, acquired an Israeli-run security software company, named
Cyota, at the end of 2005 for $145 million. In January 2005, Cyota, "the
leading provider of online security and anti-fraud solutions for financial
institutions" had announced that "security expert" Amit Yoran, had joined
the company's board of directors.
Dear Special Agent Johnson, Dear Special Agents of US FBI state
agencies, and Dear Chief Seaman, what is your opinion about who is Mr.
Amit Yoran, one who has served as the Director of the US Department of
Homeland Security's National Cyber Security Division, as the Director of
Vulnerability Programs for the US Department of Defense's Computer
Emergency Response Team, and as a supporter of the Assistant Secretary
of US Defense's Office?! Who is Mr. Yoran? What are the real names of
Mr.Yoran and several others working with him? What other intelligence
agency has Mr. Yoran and his friends served? How are they are
connected to the Franklin’s Housing Cartel of bankers, and what do they
need from low income tenants of California and me? Please, provide the
Northern California Tenant Association with your written explanation.
Honorable Special Agent Johnson and Special Agents of US FBI State
Agencies,
Honorable Chief Seaman,
I request an investigation and the arrest of a group of criminals who on a regular
basis are committing crimes against me and tenants of Northern California.
I request the arrest of five people, who are stealing, damaging, and deleting
important financial and other documents from my laptop, threatening me,
harassing me, and spying on me in Los Gatos Starbucks, 624 Blossom Hill Rd,
Los Gatos, CA 95032 during 2012 and 2013. Their last criminal action was
committed on July 24 and July 21, 2013. The group of criminals (pictures are
attached) consists of two women, one of which is overweight and three men: an
angry man, wearing glasses, (I assume he is a leader of this criminal group):
the second has dark hair and has worn a blue T-shirt (you can see him
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on Starbucks’ videotape of July 21, 2013, sitting next to a woman who is in the
picture), and a third man who has always been a new person to the group and
has tried to sit next to me. Also, these criminals regularly commit cyber attacks
on my laptop when I am sending my reports to the FBI and US Officials. We
can see pictures of these five criminals that I took on different days, and they
are always sitting together although they are pretending that they do not know
each other.
The criminals are accessing my laptop by spy software that Verint employees
have inserted in my laptop when they illegally have entered my apartment. I
can present my laptop to you. For instance, it is now impossible to open a
memory box of my laptop, because it is blocked and the laptop can be
damaged. The Israeli criminals have deleted and damage on a regular basis
my financial and other documents concerning the Franklin’s Housing Cartel.
Now they are damaging and deleting information about crimes and espionage
that have been committed in the USA by Israeli companies and Mossad agents.
This information our wonderful Los Gatos residents have helped me to find.
For example, on July 21, 2013, the group of criminals deleted from my laptop 16
documents, including documents with testimonies of CIA and NSA agents about
a spying war against the USA, committed by Israel, stealing technologies and
selling them to third countries, after which US companies became bankrupt;
about attacking, torturing, and murdering US citizens who opposed AIPAC—the
Israeli lobby in the USA; who commit serious financial violations in the USA, and
they deleted documents about crimes committed by Mr. Franklin, a head of
Franklin Housing Cartel of bankers, etc.
These five individuals have deleted links to the video testimonies, in which the
honest CIA and NSA agents have stated that “Israelis are willing to spend the
last drop of American blood and treasure to get their way in the world…,” and
they have deleted four of my reports to the San Francisco FBI, which I had
delivered during the last three months. The information about horrific Mossad’s
crimes against the USA is public information! Why are these Israeli criminals
deleting and damaging my documents? Below are some examples of the video
testimonies we have found.
Israel spying on US: A long history - Press TV News
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=_tx7Lo_1oo8

The Real US-Israel Special Relationship
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=dufRwQFHPO0

Ex CIA Chief Michael Scheuer Israel is Worth Nothing to United St
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=KM8OmR7KrSY

AIPAC 101 — What Every American Should Know
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IqM2EXFdOnM

I do not know why these criminals are deleting and damaging my documents.
Knowing about their criminal actions against me, I have saved all of my
documents on memory sticks. Also, I do not hide any of my reports to the FBI.
After delivering these reports to the San Francisco FBI, I sent them to more than
500 other email addresses, including US Officials, Public Authorities, law
enforcement agencies, etc. It is my constitutional right to inform my community
about crimes committed against me, against peaceful Californian tenants, and
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about Mossad’s actions of espionage against the USA. Why do these criminals
and the rogue police officers working with them attack and torture a defenseless
woman such as me, a wonderful US college student, and why do they attack
and murder seven No.California tenants?
Provocations, threatening, and attacks on me by a group of criminals whom I
have described above.
I request your proper investigations and to bring to justice these Mossad
criminals and rogue police officers of the Los Gatos and Mountain View Police
Departments, who are working with these Israeli companies and abusing,
harassing, and making provocations against me and other innocent
Californians.
The last three Mossad actions were committed by a group of five criminals on
July 24, 2013; on July 21, 2013, and in May 2013 (photos of the criminals are
attached).
In May 2013, the same groups of criminals whose pictures are attached, have
committed the crime of stealing documents in the same Los Gatos Starbucks,
after which they committed a cyber attack on my laptop, trying to prevent me
from sending my report to the FBI. I was compelled to get my camera and to
take a picture of them. The criminals became angry, and their leader, who is
wearing glasses, almost attacked me physically.
I believe that this was a planed provocation against me by these Mossad
criminals, working with “Cousins Nancies”- three police officers of the Los Gatos
Police Department, in order to provoke a victim and present an innocent person
as a person who “made domestic disturbance,” after which the Mossad and
NSA criminals and a gang, which I mention above (see attachment), would
continue their attacks, torturing me, slowly trying to murder me by using non
lethal-electromagnetic weapons.
I mentioned above that these types of tortures and murders were designed and
permitted by war criminals, guided by unelected President Bush in order to
torture and murder people who oppose criminal actions and financial violations
of bankers, corrupted officials, AIPAC--Israeli Lobby in the USA, and rogue law
enforcement agencies.
I request that you view a video speech, in which war criminals wanted by the
International Hague Criminal Court, war criminal former Secretary of Defense
Rumsfeld and war criminal former Attorney General Gonzales, have explained
that Bush administration ordered the Pentagon and DOJ (Department of
Justice) the use of military technology-- microwave weapons, electromagnetic
weapons, and other non-lethal weapons by domestic law enforcement agencies
against peaceful US civilians.

America's Electromagnetic and Directed
Energy Weapons Program
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hfQoyR0up0g

Below, I show step by step, an example of how these provocations have been
created. Prior to this, please, review video testimonies of honest NSA agents,
who resigned from NSA in order not to participate in NSA’s crimes against US
civilians and humanity.
For instance, an NSA agent, Mr. Thomas Drake, has stated,“For me, it’s really
simple: DARPA made a conscious decision to sell our National Security to
the highest bidder and it’s one of the great, huge elephants in the room: A
massive re-distribution of wealth in this country, to a very small, select
group…”
So, this is obvious that Mr. Franklin and his criminal housing cartel have
contacted Mossad, NSA, and a gang, requesting to torture and murder me, in
order to silence me, after I opposed Franklin’s Housing Cartel of bankers in
order to stop horrific abuses and murders of innocent California tenants!
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NSA Whistleblowers Discuss Escalating
Fraud and Abuse of US civilians the USA
http://jhaines6.wordpress.com/2013/07/29/nsa-whistleblowers-discuss-escalating-abuseof-the-us-legal-system-which-led-to-their-resignations/
A Step by step example of how Mossad, NSA, and rogue police officers have
created provocations against targeted individuals in order to present them as
people who have committed “domestic disturbance”, after which they are torturing
and murdering innocent people with microwave and electromagnetic weapons

1. I have explained above that in May 2013 at the Los Gatos Starbucks, the
group of five individuals of Israeli company Verint destroyed several of the
financial and other documents from my laptop and committed cyber attacks on
my laptop when I have sent my report to the FBI.
2. The criminals continue damaging and deleting my documents. In order to
stop their crimes, I needed to report to police and the FBI about their criminal
actions against me, and in order to do this I needed to show the photos of these
five criminals who have attacked me on a regular basis. So, I made one picture
of them.
3. Their leader-an angry man, wearing glasses, (see him on pictures) almost
jumped on me, saying profanity and other offensive words. By reviewing a
video, you can see that all five criminals stood up and up and started to threaten
me, after which their leader called police, explaining that a picture was made of
them.
4. The overweight woman (see her in the picture) came to me threatening me
and saying that I am a Russian spy. I had not spoken even a world, yet she
stated I was a Russian spy! Really? I did not say anything about my nationality;
how did she know my nationality? Was this an already planned provocation
against me by Israeli criminals of Verint, or is this a Crime of Hate against
Russian people by Israeli employees? Please, review Starbucks videotape.
5. I am a targeted individual by Mossad and NSA. Usually when, during 2012
and 2013, I called Los Gatos police to report crimes and even physical attacks
and injuries, it took at least 30 minutes for police to arrive. In this case, three
(THREE!) police officers came in a few minutes! Was this a serious crime that
police came in a few minutes? Werethey waiting outside the Starbucks in order
to help Israeli criminals to commit this provocation?
6. According to a testimony of a gang member (see an attached testimony)
this kind of police officers called in a gang as “Cousins Nancies.” So, Cousins
Nancies have come. “Cousin Nancy: a police unit sent to tail a crew and arrest
them before an unchained police unit can do it.” Police Officer Joe Romeo;
Police Officer Melron, and third police officer about 50 years old who has grey
hear. The same police officers always have come when I report a crime
although there are many other police offers in Los Gatos Police Departments.
This was almost 10PM in the evening. One of Cousins Nancies-Police Officer
Romeo has asked to me to leave this café and followed me to my car, saying
that I should safely go back home.
7. I reasonably asked him what kind of a crime I had committed. I provided
my ID and explained that I was peacefully working in this café, and the Israeli
criminals were deleting and damaging my documents. I request that you
provide me with names of the five criminals who have committed crimes against
me. Los Gatos “Cousin Nancy” has refused to provide me with names of these
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five individuals, committing crimes against me. I have asked him why I should
leave a public place- Starbucks. The Cousin Nancy officer did not answer,
requesting that I leave.
8. What was the reason for this provocation, organized with participation of
rogue Los Gatos police officers?
The reason was next: after I left they then created false testimonies by
criminals, committing crimes against me, saying that I had made domestic
disturbance,(!!) after which there was continuation of the attempt to murder me
slowly with microwave and other Direct Energy weapons which are designed to
destroy organs and parts of the body which leads to death! For these tortures
and murders, the Franklin Housing Cartel have paid the rogue agents of NSA
and FBI, who have sent these criminals to us, as well as they have sent the Los
Gatos Cousins Nancies! The seven of the Shorebreeze tenants were already
murdered by the criminals. This is how the provocations against peaceful
people are created in the USA by NSA, CIA, and Israeli Zionists, who in my
opinion, have high-jacked this country! A sad day for us! Can it be stopped?
Of course it can, but it will take brave men and women to stand up and be
counted! If we want freedom, it comes at a price!
Am I right, dear Special Agent Johnson, Special Agents of US FBI State
Agencies, and Chief of Los Gatos Police Department? Would you like me to
provide you with additional evidence of provocations of making “domestic
disturbance”? I can do it! For example, I can provide you with step by step
explanation of how last year, 2012, Assassin Alfonso Reyes was sent to me to
attack me and to injure my leg, after which Mountain View Cousin Nancy-Police
Officer Singh created three different police reports about one event in which he
tries to falsely accuse me and then later imprison me or torture me, stepping up
the attempts to murder me with microwave weapons, electromagnetic weapons,
and other non-lethal weapons.
I re-state my statement above that the War Criminals Wanted by
International Criminal Court of Hague, Malaysian International Tribunal,
and a few other International Tribunals for being guilty of committing a
Crime against Peace and Crimes against Humanity: George Bush, Dick
Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld and their legal adviser Alberto Gonzales have
ordered to use military technology: microwave weapons, electromagnetic
weapons, and other non-lethal weapons, to torture and slowly murder
peaceful US citizens.
By covering up and not arresting criminals and not stopping these kinds
of tortures and murders of peaceful civilians, you are participating in a
Crime against Peace and Crimes against Humanity and supporting the
War Criminals Wanted by International Criminal Court of Hague!
Cyber attack on Los Gatos Library, committed by Mossad Agents of Israeli
company Verint (Address of Verint: 3979 Freedom Circle, Suite 500, Santa
Clara, CA 95054)
On June 28, 2013, Mossad agents of Verint committed a cyber attack on Los
Gatos Public Library (110 East Main Street, Los Gatos, CA). I tried to make an
Internet search of Mossad and Israeli companies, working with NSA and
committing crimes in the USA. I used a library computer, and Israeli criminals
several times tried to stop my Internet investigation. I have continued, after
which Israeli criminals of Verint disconnected the Internet for almost a day in
this big, two story, library.
The library visitors were shocked, saying that they had never before witnessed
this. Many visitors have left the library. I continue to work without the Internet.
One of the visitors told me at the end of a day there is a technical lab in the
library where the Internet is available. I have moved to this room; however,
immediately after I started my search, the Internet has been disconnected in this
room. I asked a library employee and one of the visitors to provide me with
their names and contact information in order to support my statement about a
cyber attack on the library.
There are names and contact information for a library visitor and an employee
who witnessed the cyber attack on the Los Gatos library: Library employee was
Ms. Melisa Maglio, and a visitor name was Bryan, and I will provide his phone
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number during an appointment with the FBI.
When the Mossad criminals of Verint tried to commit a new cyber attack a few
days later, I was prepared. I informed library employees. Many residents of
Los Gatos who are library members have asked me what is going on and why
Mossad criminals are attacking me. I have explained it to them, after which they
helped me with my Internet search, and they also have identified Mossad
criminals in the library, trying to commit a new cyber attack.
I now have 2,078 pages of information of crimes and espionage, committed by
Mossad criminals and AIPAC in the USA! Our wonderful Los Gatos residents
have continued to help me with my investigation. If necessary, I can provide
you with this information, but I believe that you already have been informed
about the horrific amount of espionage, criminal actions, tortures, and murders,
committed by Mossad, Israeli citizens and AIPAC in the USA!
This is why I completely agree with Mr. Philip Giraldi, a former CIA Counter
Terrorism Officer, who said, “It is an act of war! The Israeli conduct more
espionage against America than any other country in the world! The FBI
and other intelligence confirm that Israel crosses a red line!” and I support
the statement another CIA officer who said about Mossad and Zionists,
“They are willing to spend the last drop of American blood and last
American treasure to get their way in the world!”
Dear Special Agent Johnson and Chief of Los Gatos Police Department
Seaman, three months ago I informed you about terrorist attacks and tortures of
me by using microwave and other electromagnetic weapons in 304 Willow Hill
Ct., Los Gatos, CA. I informed you about personal attacks and injuries I
sustained by Ms. Silvia Walker, a resident of Los Gatos who is participating in
NSA’s crimes against me and who has already been involved in criminal actions
against other people. Immediately after an injury, I visited Valley Medical
Hospital, showing the bleeding of my injured body by Ms. Sylvia Walker, and I
was treated in this hospital. Police case L131120034, Police Officer Melron/
I have provided you with pictures, names, and addresses of the individuals who
have been involved in criminal actions against me. I provide pictures of cars, in
which the weapons were inserted, and I have presented to you videos of how
NSA, hired by them Israeli contractors, Mossad, and gang members have
murdered peaceful US civilian by using microwave and other electromagnetic
weapons.
Unfortunately, I did not receive any response from Los Gatos police, although
there are more than 12 (twelve) of Police cases in Los Gatos, and the criminals
were not arrested or stopped officially by law.
Now, I am requesting that you provide me with police reports of all of the
criminal actions and tortures committed against me in Los Gatos, CA
since 2012. I can fill out and submit to you all necessary written requests
and necessary police forms.
I officially request that you submit all of the police reports of all crimes that were
committed against me in Los Gatos, CA to the District Attorney Office of Santa
Clara County, and I again respectfully request that you arrest criminals attacking
me and making provocations against me in ord
er to continue torturing and slowly trying to murder me as they have done with
others in a housing complex.
Dear Special Agent Johnson, I respectfully request your written response,
explaining what kind of actions the FBI of the state of California has taken
in order to stop criminals attacking me, torturing me, and slowly trying to
murder me with microwave and other DE weapons. I hereby request that
you submit to me information about the FBI actions being taken to stop
criminal actions and abuses of tenants of No. California committed by the
Franklin Housing Cartel of California, and to provide me with the day and
time of my next appointment with the San Francisco FBI.
I respectfully re-state again that by covering up and not arresting
criminals and not stopping these kinds of tortures and murders of
peaceful civilians, you are participating in a Crime against Peace and
Crimes against Humanity and supporting the War Criminals Wanted by
International Criminal Court of Hague!
Sincerely,
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